Cyclodextrins (CD) are cyclic oligosaccharides consisting of six or more D-glucopyranose units, the interior of which forms a hydrophobic cavity. In the present study, we employed the CD confinement effects as a tool to suppress an electronic decoherence of guest wavefunction by reducing intermolecular interactions between a guest molecule and the surrounding environment.
Introduction
Cyclodextrins (CD) are cyclic oligosaccharides consisting of six or more D-glucopyranose units, the interior of which forms a hydrophobic cavity [1, 2] . CDs are well-known in their ability to form inclusion complexes with hydrophobic molecules in aqueous solution and a number of studies have been performed about photochemical properties of the CD complexes including fluorescent probes such as pyrene, anthracene, coumarin and their derivatives [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
We have focused on this confinement effects by the CD nanocavity as a tool to reduce interaction between a guest molecule and the surrounding environment, and have studied about an electronic spectral narrowing of these CD complexes. In our previous study, we reported the moderation of electronic decoherence of perylene in -CD aqueous solution at room temperature, as measured by an optical-phase-controlled pulse-pair quantum interferometer, combined with spectral lineshape analysis [16] . Interactions between guest molecules and surrounding environment are the origin of the electronic decoherence. Therefore, understanding this process is essential for the realization of quantum technologies such as bond-selective chemistry and quantum computing [17] [18] [19] [20] . The quantum interference measurements showed that the electronic spectral narrowing in CD is largely caused by the lengthening of decoherence of the guest. However, this decoherence lengthening by the CD encapsulations was observed only for the specific combination of the host and guest molecules, and there remains some questions for the mechanism of spectral narrowings. In the present study, we investigated the effects of the host/guest stoichiometry on the spectral narrowing of the fluorescence and fluorescence-excitation (absorption) spectra of 9, 10-dichroloanthracene (DCA) and 9, 10-dimethylanthracene (DMA) guests / -CD and trimethyl--CD (TMB) hosts complexes. In literatures, -CD is known to form a 2:1 complex easily (Figure 1 ). In contrast, TMB hardly forms 2:1 complexes because the presence of methyl groups hinders the barrel-type dimer formation.
Materials and methods
-CD and TMB was purchased from Kanto Kagaku and used without further purifications.
DCA and DMA was purchased from Aldrich and Tokyo Kasei, respectively and used as received.
Chemical structures of these compounds are summarized in Figure 2 . Each host/guest stock solution was prepared by mixing a 50l guest ethanol (Kanto Kagaku) solution (1 x 10 -4 mol dm -3 ) with aqueous host solutions (1 x 10 -3 ~ 1 x 10 -2 mol dm -3 ) followed by stirring over night.
A Milli-Q water purification system (Millipore, Bedford, MA) was used for purification of water.
Steady-state fluorescence and fluorescence-excitation spectra were measured with an F-4500 fluorescence spectrometer (Hitachi, Tokyo) at room temperature. To estimate the spectral narrowing quantitatively, the lineshapes of 0-0 band were fitted by assuming Voigt function Table 1 .
Results and Discussion
The trend very similar with the DCA complexes was observed for the DMA complexes. That is, Spectral narrowing was not observed for DMA/TMB but observed for DMA/-CD, and the Stokes shift was smaller in DMA/-CD than in DMA/TMB. The spectral widths of DCA/-CD and DMA/-CD were comparable each other, but the spectral widths of DMA/TMB were much larger than those of DCA/TMB.
In order to confirm that these difference in spectral narrowing and Stokes shift is originated from host/guest stoichiometry, we carried out fluorescence titration measurements. Fluorescence intensity changes have been widely used for the determination of formation constants for CD and guest molecules, although the fluorescence intensity is sometimes replaced by fluorescence intensity ratio such as I/III vibronic band ratio for pyrene [21] [22] [23] [24] . Fluorescence intensity ratio R is given by
for the 1:1 complex formation. On the other hand, R is given by 
